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Dress Policy for No Uniform Days (NUDs) 
Throughout the school year there are a number of “No Uniform Days” (NUDS).  A NUD is a special 
privilege that the students have earned.  It is expected that students come to school dressed in a neat, 
modest, and appropriate manner conducive to learning. 
 
Pants:  The NUD policy includes slacks, jeans, cargo pants, wind pants or sweatpants, or 
capris in good condition. Examples of some restrictions include: no jeans or pants with 
excessive tears/ripping, pants with writing on them or low rider pants which display 
undergarments. No tights or jeggings unless worn with a longer tunic top that extends 
over the hips.  No yoga pants.  To eliminate hemline issues, skirts and dresses are not 
appropriate NUD apparel.   
 
Shorts:  During September, May and June, if weather permits, both boy and girl students 
in grade K-8 may wear uniform shorts.  Middle School students in grades 6-8 may wear 
OLG gym shorts as part of a NUD during September, May, and June as well.  Other non-
uniform shorts are not appropriate NUD apparel.   
 
Shirts:  The NUD policy includes shirts with sleeves, blouses, sweaters, sweatshirts, 
turtlenecks, knit shirts, or T-shirts.  Examples of some restrictions include tank or halter 
tops, tight fitting tops in which the stomach and lower back show, and T-shirts with 
indecent or inappropriate language, pictures, or ads.   
 
As parents of children in a Catholic school, please use your best judgment in regards to 
any examples not listed.  As with the regular uniform policy, students and parents are 
asked to comply with this policy, so it doesn’t interfere with the education of our 
students.  Students who do not adhere to the dress code will remain in the office under 
their parents can be reached to bring suitable clothing 
 


